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boom!

In a word, it fell in the ears of everyone in the room, and immediately

made everyone almost scared to pee.

Dragon… Dragon Tiger God of War?

At this moment, both Wei Fengqiang and the surrounding police

officers suspected that they had auditory hallucinations.

”

Extraordinary , what are you talking nonsense! Tell me again!” Wei

Fengqiang’s heart became more ominous and stronger.

While talking, he walked to the door and opened the door of the

interrogation room from the inside.

I saw it all at once.

Outside the door, there were more than a dozen police officers

standing, all of them pale as paper, and in their expressions, there was

endless panic and panic, as if not to be frightened by any terrible

things.

Seeing the door opened, the police officers rushed up one by one, their

voices trembling constantly, saying:

“Captain, it’s true! Really, they are right at the door of our guard

station!”

“Except for Dragon Tiger , it’s true! In addition to the God of War,

there are also… nearly ten thousand sergeants! And driving a military

vehicle!”

“Captain, are we in trouble! I think the Dragon and Tiger God of War

and the Dragon Tiger Legion are aggressive and aggressive! The

appearance of guilt!”

“…”

Wow!

When the words of these people fell in the ears of Wei Fengqiang and

many police officers, they almost frightened them all.

How, how is it possible!

Dragon and Tiger God of War, those are two of the Eight Gods of

War in China.

They led the dragon and tiger army, stationed at the border, invincible.

There is no foreign army that dares to fight them.

And now!

These two killers brought their terrorist army to our little Jiangnan

guard station.

This… is like a fantasy.

however!

This is more than that.

After confirmation. Wei Fengqiang’s heart twitched.

For some reason, at this moment, he actually thought of Lin Fan.

“No…absolutely impossible! What a character the Dragon and Tiger

God of War is, how could it be possible to besiege our guard station

for a small murderer, I must have thought too much!” Wei Fengqiang

shook his head and comforted himself. After that, he said to many

police officers: “It’s him, what are you doing in a daze! Quickly pack

your clothes, dress neatly, and follow me to the door to welcome the

two Lords of War!”

Welcome to the God of War!

Hearing this, among the crowd, a police officer suddenly asked:

“Captain, we are all going to meet Lord Ares, then what about this

murderer?”

Huh?

Hearing this, Wei Fengqiang was taken aback.

His gaze then looked at Lin Fan, and a stern expression flashed in his

eyes: “Let him stay in the interrogation room! Anyway, I can’t run! Wait

a while after seeing the two adults, come back and see how Lao Tzu

can deal with him! ”

End!

Wei Fengqiang snorted coldly, and immediately took a police officer

and walked toward the door hurriedly.

It’s just that they just left!

Click!

The icy alloy chains on Lin Fan’s hands and feet actually seemed to be

under terrifying power, and they broke apart a little bit. Mobile

terminal:

And Lin Fan slowly stood up from the seat:

“It seems that someone is looking for death again!”

Lin Fan’s eyes were dark and gloomy, and the corner of his mouth

curled up, and the whole person slowly walked towards the door.
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